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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Bodo platform powers fast, efficient large-scale data processing for data teams using Python and its 
corresponding analytics libraries they are already familiar with. Bodo delivers the extreme performance which 
was historically only available via parallel programming, manually delivered by experts. But performance is 
also accompanied by simplicity-of-use, as well as maximum infrastructure efficiency.

Traditionally, data teams have struggled with the tradeoffs between programming with simplicity versus 
programming for performance:

The approach reduces big data processing (such as ETL) time dramatically, i.e., minutes instead of hours or 
days. This regularly translates into 10x to over 100x speedup, requiring 1/20 or less overall computing time. 

Previously, DataOps teams have had to turn to high-performance computing (HPC) technologies that use 
complex infrastructure, special-purpose Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) that require unique software, or 
easier-to-use (but lower performance) python libraries such as Spark, Dask or Ray.

Programming with Simplicity 
High-level abstracted languages, e.g., Python

Programming for Performance 
Low-level hardware-specific techniques 

Pros Highly abstracted, broad adoption, simple-to-
learn and use Powerful, scalable, efficient use of hardware

Cons Often single-threaded, limited in scale, 
inefficient use of computing resources

Very hard to use; expert knowledge of 
programming techniques is required

Bodo’s approach of simplicity, performance and efficiency translates to clear calculable benefits for your 
team, data pipeline, and DataOps infrastructure. 
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Query Benchmark Bodo Spark Bodo Benefit

Query Time 40 s 360 s 90% faster

Amazon EC2 Cost / hr $0.0860 $6.600 98% decrease

AWS Cost / hr $0.1500 $15.400 99% decrease

Per-Query Cost $0.0236 $22.010 99% decrease

Impact 
Category Benefit Before Bodo With Bodo

Simplicity

Decrease developer learning curves, increase productivity - 
• Standard Python skills are sufficient to create and deploy large-

scale data analytics 

Training:  
Weeks / Months

Training:  
hours / days

Decrease complexity when scaling
• Avoid rewrites and manual scripting to build workflows/scale

Weeks / Months Days / Hours

Improve Scaling Predictability, with Fewer Failures
• Greater predictability when scaling
• Maximizing resiliency to node/cluster failures

Trial-and-error Linear scaling

Performance

Execute analytics jobs faster - 
• Parallel processing speeds jobs orders of magnitudes faster 

than Apache Spark or Dask 
t 1/10t - 1/100t

Enable new data-driven business opportunities - 
• Open up opportunities for near-real-time analytics, developer 

experiments, and business opportunities
Status Quo New Models and 

competitiveness

Efficiency

Cut infrastructure, operational, and energy costs- 
• Often requiring 1/10 or less computing time and energy

$x $1/10x - 1/100x

Increase effective computing capacity - 
• Increases processing throughput, avoiding new investments 

and operating expenses
x 10x - 100x

Summary Table of Bodo’s Economic Benefits

Customer Example: Customer Use Case Query Benchmark 
2-node VM Cluster Benchmark: Bodo vs Spark (on Databricks)
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Data Analytics Pain Points 

Traditionally, data teams take a circuitous route to executing large-scale data analytics. Often, data scientists 
first develop proof-of-concept models using Python. However Python doesn’t scale with high-performance 
when increasing data volumes, so additional teams often need to  add extra steps, such as new frameworks 
or libraries to try to get better performance with Python – or else rewrite into another language to be 
implemented by parallel programming experts. Bodo obviates these steps by generating optimized parallel 
code directly from Python code. 

1.2 Use Cases for Bodo

Bodo’s linear scaling capability is most noticeable with efforts involving jobs of 100’s of gigabytes of data, 
hundreds of millions of Dataframe rows, and compute times approaching/exceeding 1 hour. Bodo best 
addresses the following use cases: 

Typical Analytics Pain-Points

Analytics Infrastructure Costs
Exploding cost of cloud infrastructure and analytics processing.

 » Bodo has been shown to increase computing efficiency,  reducing cost, by 
10x or more. 

Time lost to Specialist Hand-offs 

Data teams spend time handing-off from prototyping in Python, to writing 
production-scale parallel code in another language

 » Using Bodo with Python eliminates the need to rewrite code, by providing 
automatic scale and parallelization

Lack of of High-performance 
Programming Skills

Not enough Data Engineers have high-performance parallel programming skills
 » Bodo does not require use of new languages or libraries to achieve large-
scale performance; “citizen programers” can now access it

Analytics Team Idle Time 
Waiting for Data

When analytics teams sit idle, awaiting data from data prep teams
 » Faster computation means near-real-time feedback for DataOps teams

Typical Use Cases for Bodo

Data prep and ETL Data transformation to integrate and format data to be ready for analysis, 
reporting, and machine learning.

ML Model Training Where fast, efficient ingestion and transformation of large data sets is needed.

Feature Engineering Data analysis to reveal categories, properties, and attributes of data.

Exploratory Analysis For big data that includes large and/or repetitive data set analyses.

1.3 Why Is Bodo Different?

Bodo takes a new approach to providing computing efficiency and performance for large-scale, data-intensive 
Python jobs. Bodo’s inferential compiler generates native parallel machine code binaries that run on bare 
metal. This type of approach has been sought after for decades, and in fact “automated parallelization of 
serial programs” has been recognized as the “holy grail” of computing.
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Current approaches to process big data, using distributed computing, schedule tasks on-the-fly, creating 
large overhead of inefficiencies and leaving compute resources idle for large periods of time. In contrast, 
Bodo offers a true parallel architecture -- i.e., not scheduling and managing tasks -- but rather parallelizing 
processes efficiently, and thus Bodo achieves associated performance increases. 

Therefore, compared to Apache Spark, Dask, and other approaches, Bodo improves processing 
performance 100x to 1,000x and runtime efficiency by 10x, decreases data engineering learning curves by 
90%, and reduces aggregate operational budget by 90+%. 

Broad access to such inexpensive, real-time analytics for Python data engineers enables new data-centric 
revenue opportunities, faster competitive responses, and radically more efficient overall data operations.

1.4 Why Parallel Computing is More Cost and Time Efficient

In contrast to mainstream approaches to process big data, that combine Apache Spark with many Python 
libraries and frameworks, Bodo takes a new approach using an inferential compiler and a truly parallel 
architecture based upon decades of R&D in supercomputing and high-performance computing (HPC). 

Parallel computing is vastly more efficient:

• Distributed Computing: each task runs on a single core, and all the tasks collectively are 
spread across many machines, to be executed in a concurrent manner via a driver/executor 
architecture. Tasks are scheduled and managed by the driver and processed by the executors. As 
this approach is based upon internet technologies, it has inherent inefficiencies and overhead, 
both in the driver/executor model as well as communication between machines using inefficient 
communications (such as TCP), that compound as the number of nodes increases. Distributed 
computing was popularized to address big data analytics challenges in the enterprise, first with 
Apache Hadoop using MapReduce and subsequently with Apache Spark. Inefficiency challenges 
increasingly arise in this approach as the number of nodes increases.

• Parallel Computing: processes are carried out simultaneously on all available cores and 
memory. Large problems can often be divided into smaller ones, which can then be solved at the 
same time. Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD), the most common style of parallel programming, 
is a technique to achieve parallelism whereby processes are split up and run simultaneously 
on multiple processors with different input in order to obtain results faster. Communication 
between processes is typically done via Message Passing Interface (MPI). Parallel computing was 
developed based upon techniques proven over the past several decades in high-performance 
computing (HPC) and supercomputing research and development. Applications historically 
applied to scientific research such as climate and weather predictions, fluid dynamics with 
highly trained experts developing the code. Parallel computing technologies and techniques are 
becoming mainstream with HPC computing in the cloud by providers such as AWS and Microsoft 
Azure.

Bodo’s inferential compiler infers the semantic structure of the application to optimize and parallelize 
it automatically. This is as if an HPC expert rewrote the code in a low-level paradigm, but it happens 
automatically in real-time.
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Example Data Points:

• Reduced/eliminated cost of Data Engineers: About US$120,000 per year in the US and up to US$260,000 per year 
in the San Francisco Bay Area (Source: Indeed)

• Reduced/eliminated cost of parallel programmers: (premium vs. standard Python programmers). Parallel programming 
skills are rare. As a rough estimation, a search on LinkedIn provides nearly 8 million profiles for the keyword “python” 
but only 46,000 profiles with both keywords “parallel programming.”

• It can take months to master all aspects of Spark including: Building out compute clusters, Building YARN 
configurations, Reading Spark documentation covering RDDs, DataFrames, etc., debugging.

2. THE IMPACT OF SIMPLICITY

2.1 Decrease Developer Learning Curves, Increased Developer Productivity

Bodo is easy to start using, requiring only standard Python skills. With Bodo, it’s not required to try to rewrite 
code in some high-performance language or for data engineers to integrate and maintain new libraries, APIs, 
and frameworks. Thus, Bodo is easier -- and thus more adoptable and cost-effective in terms of reducing skills 
and training -- to code, test, and maintain jobs for parallel processing at scale.

Benefits

• Data engineers can continue to use native Python (including libraries such as Pandas, NumPy and SciKit Learn), saving 
time for training classes for new libraries, frameworks, and APIs.

• With Bodo hiring expensive parallel programmers is nonessential.

2.2. Decrease Complexity When Scaling

Bodo obviates the requirements to build a complex, high-performing infrastructure, as well the need for 
parallel computing experts to rewrite data scientists’ Python to scale.  

Using Apache Spark or Dask to scale Python jobs for larger data sets requires multiple stages of data 
engineering effort. First, if the code is to remain as Python, the infrastructure has to be built by integrating 
a complex set of libraries and frameworks. Then data engineers must configure Spark’s dozens of options 
and tune them manually.  Finally, Python code itself is generally handed-off to the data engineering experts in 
building parallel systems, to retrofit the Python code for parallel processing. 

And if running Python isn’t workable, experts in parallel programming may need to translate the Python to a 
different language such as Scala, Java or C to handle the parallel processing. Finally, testing and maintenance 
is required to keep such systems running correctly. All of these steps are increasingly unwieldy to build, 
manage, and maintain.
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Steps Traditional Efforts Reduced Efforts with 
Bodo

1. Prototype Python, with subset of data Python, with subset of data 

2. Ingest data Python, SQL, Spark, Java +Integration coding Python

3. Prepare Data Python, SQL, Spark, Java +Integration coding Python

4. Implement model Python, SQL, Spark, Java, C/C++ +Integration coding Python

5. Train Model Python, SQL, Spark, Java, C/C++ +Integration coding 
Iterate step 3.

Python 
Iterate step 3.

6. Refine Model Python, SQL, Spark, Java, C/C++ +Integration coding 
Iterate steps 2. & 4.

Python 
Iterate steps 2. & 4.

7. Deploy Model Python, C/C++, Scala Iterate step 2. with all data Deploy in Python with all data

Example ML Model Development Steps

2.3 Improve Scaling Predictability, with Fewer Failures

Bodo helps ensure meeting service level agreement (SLA) commitments with greater predictability when 
supporting SLAs for line-of-business customers.  This is because Bodo’s parallel architecture scales extremely 
linearly - twice the cores, half the compute time - past 10,000 cores. This is in contrast to distributed 
computing approaches (such as Apache Spark) that radically loses efficiency in the 100’s of core range. 

Further, Bodo’s architecture maximizes resiliency to node/cluster failures, minimizing downtime - especially for 
long-duration compute projects. Bodo generates binaries that run on bare metal and do not incur the Spark 
runtime failures, which are due to its runtime library complexity and Java Virtual Machine (JVM) challenges. In 
addition, Bodo’s speedup reduces the application runtime significantly, reducing the likelihood of hardware 
failure during each run (typically hours at most). Therefore, failures are very rare and a simple restart setup is 
enough for almost all analytics applications. 

Benefits

Bodo allows the whole DataOps and ML-Ops pipelines to remain in Python, and obviates the need to recode Python by 
parallel computing programmers. This eliminates requirements to build a complex ML-Ops infrastructure, and can be used 
in large-scale production reducing testing and tuning stages. 

Example Data Points:

• Reduced/eliminated time spent handing-off code to parallel programmers for re-writing

• Reduced/eliminated time spent testing and tuning for deployment
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Benefits: 

• Bodo provides predictable, linear scaling -- without the need to invest in tuning. That means easy projections around 
meeting SLAs, both for internal requirements as well as customers commitments

• Bodo’s architecture is inherently much more resilient than Apache Spark and saves time re-starting and re-tuning 
otherwise required with Spark.

Example Data Points:

• Bodo has been shown to scale predictably, as demonstrated in tests and in multiple benchmarks using over 1,000 
CPU cores.

• Time savings are illustrated in an example of Bodo with Kubernetes. Benchmark queries demonstrate the resilience 
difference between Bodo (with Kubernetes for automatic restart) and Spark. No user-provided checkpointing was 
presumed (i.e. full restarts) for simplicity, but a similar analysis applies in the checkpointing case as well. 

• To derive a concrete metric for resilience, we assume that Bodo and Spark have the same mean-time before failure 
(MTBF; ignoring Spark’s runtime failures) and that the Service Level Objectives (SLOs) require this workload to run 
in 15 minutes at most. In this case, the Bodo solution can support 14 restarts (floor(900s/64s)=14), while the Spark 
solution can support only 2 (floor(900s/362s)=2). Therefore, the Bodo solution is 7x more resilient than the 
Spark solution based on the number of possible restarts. This demonstrates that the performance of Bodo has a 
significant impact on resilience as well.
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Benefits: 

• No downtime between processing thanks to parallel processing. CPU cores with Bodo experience no downtime.

• Fast communications between processes: Bodo uses MPI for communication between processes. Bodo is even faster 
using additional communication optimizations such as Amazon Elastic Fabric Adapter (EFA) or Azure Infiniband.

3. THE IMPACT OF PERFORMANCE 

3.1 Cut Hardware, Operational Costs, Energy Costs

Bodo’s parallel processing engine can speed jobs orders of magnitudes faster than Apache Spark or 
Dask. While Apache Spark’s architecture intrinsically requires wait-states across CPU cores, Bodo does not, 
thanks to its parallel processing architecture. Parallel computing is inherently more efficient than distributed 
computing, providing concurrency and saving time and money as compared to distributed computing’s 
driver/executor model.

In the example image below for an 8-core cluster using Spark (source: Spark.org), useful computing is shown 
in green. All other colors ( white spaces representing idle time, and all other colors representing additional 
overhead)  are essentially inefficiencies of distributed computing with Apache Spark.   However, with Bodo’s 
approach, all clusters are active 100% performing useful computing.

Example Data Points: 
Benchmarks (see Appendix) published by Bodo show:

• For equivalent workloads and computing infrastructure, Bodo was found to be 6x to 65x faster than Spark, with a 
median of 13 times faster

• This translates to 83% to 98% infrastructure cost reduction due to computing efficiencies.

Source: apache.org
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3.2 Enable New Data-Driven Business Opportunities

Open up opportunities for near real-time analytics, developer experiments, and business opportunities.  
Never before could Python developers or data scientists write code that could immediately shift to a massive 
production scale. This provides the chance for more developers to test and trial more ideas faster.  By 
providing simple yet powerful Python programming on large data, Bodo will enable nearly all coders in the 
enterprise to take advantage of data and drive business opportunities. Indeed, speed increases in processing 
time (often 1/20 - 1/100 of current technologies) can open up opportunities for near-real-time analytics-based 
business.  That means faster time-to-market, customer response time, and market reactions.

Benefits: 

With Bodo, customers can expect 10x-100x faster data analytics completion. For large, time-sensitive jobs, this can mean a 
shift to near-real-time results for market trading strategies, customer risk analysis, inventory planning or logistics support.

Example Data Points:

• A 10% increase in data usability could increase the average Fortune 1000 company’s revenue by over $2 billion 
(Source: Measuring the Business Impacts of Effective Data; University of Texas at Austin)
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4. THE IMPACT OF EFFICIENCY 

4.1 Cut Hardware, Operational Costs, Energy Costs

Since Bodo processes jobs magnitudes more efficiently than alternatives, Bodo often requires 90+% less 
infrastructure (CPUs and memory) for a given computing effort, reducing capital costs. 

On the operating cost side, Bodo also helps support “green” (environmentally responsible) initiatives by 
radically reducing per-job hardware usage and thus dramatically reducing energy consumption.

Indeed, data centers are responsible for about 1% of worldwide electricity consumption (Source: Consulting 
Specific Engineer, Jan. 15, 2021). Power usage effectiveness (PUE), the ratio of the energy consumed to the 
total energy used by the data center, is the metric commonly used to assess a data center’s energy efficiency. 
Ideally, the ratio should be 1, representing perfect use of energy. However, the average PUE la.st year of a 
typical data center was around 1.5, meaning that about 50% of energy is wasted through inefficiencies and 
heat (Source: Uptime Institute, Aug. 24, 2020). 

Benefits: 

• Since Bodo processes jobs much more quickly and efficiently than Apache Spark, much less hardware (CPUs and 
memory) is used. In all, Bodo provides a median 95%+ infrastructure cost savings versus Spark.

• Using technologies such as Bodo can help support green initiatives by radically reducing usage by 95% and thus 
dramatically reduce operating costs, e.g. energy consumption

Example Data Points: 
Benchmarks (see Appendix) published by Bodo show:

• AWS example: 16 instances of c5n.18xlarge with 72 vCPUs and 144 GB of memory per instance. The EC2 reserved 
instance for a c5n.18xlarge is priced at an effective hourly rate of $2.449/hour (37% cheaper than the on-demand 
price of $3.888/hour). On an annualized basis, the full cost for 16 servers with reserved pricing runs $32,902.56 
($2,056.41 per month x 16 instances). Therefore, a 95% savings would yield a savings of $31,257 per year. And 
compared to running Apache Spark, Bodo would only cost $1,645 per year for Amazon EC2 instances.

• If a server requires 400W runs 24 hours, it would consume 9.6kWh. With costs of $0.139 per kWh, daily costs 
would run $1.248 per day or $37.44 per month. Note that this cost does not include the cost of cooling the data 
center for the heat produced by your server; cooling often runs 40% of the data center costs. (Source: Datacenters.
com)
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4.2 Increase Effective Compute Capacity 

With significantly increased hardware efficiency (often 20x or more), Bodo effectively increases processing 
capacity, avoiding new investments or additional operating expenses.

Benefits: 

• Bodo frees up more infrastructure capacity by allowing for a greater number of jobs in the same timespan. Thus, for 
an equivalent infrastructure investment, customers can perform an order-of-magnitude increase in the frequency of 
given data analysis tasks. 

Example Data Points:

• Benchmark data (see appendix and Bodo Blog) have demonstrated order-of-magnitude efficiency increases in 
hardware utilization, often 90% or greater. This translates to an equivalent expansion of compute capacity of 10x or 
more.
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5.1 Bodo vs. Apache Spark (Using Amazon EMR)

Query Compute Cost Comparison: Bodo vs. Apache Spark 
Use case: TPC-H Benchmark (using Amazon EMR) Scale Factor 1000

Query  Benchmark Bodo Apache Spark (Using Amazon EMR)

AWS Instance c5n.18xlarge c5n.18xlarge

Price of Instance / hr. (on-demand) $3.888 $3.888

Network speed 100 Gbps 100 Gbps

No. of Nodes in Cluster 
(Total Cores, Memory)

16 instances 
(576 cores, 3 TB)

1 Driver + 15 workers 
(576 cores, 3 TB)

Query Compute Time 39.4 sec 
(22.9x faster) 903.2 sec

Total Compute Cost $0.68 
(95.6% cost decrease) $15.60

Query Compute Cost Comparison: Bodo vs. Dask 
Use case: TPC-H Benchmark (Scale Factor 100)

Query  Benchmark Bodo Apache Spark (Using Amazon EMR)

AWS Instance c5n.18xlarge c5n.18xlarge

Price of Instance / hr. (on-demand) $3.888 $3.888

Network speed 100 Gbps 100 Gbps

No. of Nodes in Cluster 
(Total Cores, Memory)

16 instances 
(576 cores, 3 TB)

16 instances  
(1 scheduler, 576 workers, 1152 threads, 3 TB)

Query Compute Time 7.00 sec 
(191x median faster) 1,339.12 sec

Total Compute Cost $0.12 
(99.5x cost decrease) $23.14

*Instance pricing based on list pricing for AWS 
*Bodo and EMR pricing not included 

*Does not include Data I/O cost (Same for Bodo and Spark)

*Instance pricing based on list pricing for AWS  
*Dask is open source; Bodo pricing not included  

*Does not include Data I/O cost (Same for Bodo and Dask)

5.2 Bodo vs. Dask

5. APPENDIX: BENCHMARK DATA

The Bodo team performed TPC-H benchmarks to compare Bodo vs. Apache Spark on Amazon EMR as 
well as compared to Dask.
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6. SUMMARY

Bodo is dramatically more performant and efficient when running Python data engineering jobs, as compared 
to traditional performance-improvement approaches such as Apache Spark, Dask or Ray. Investing in Bodo is 
easy to justify along the following lines: 

Simplicity Impacts

• Standard Python skills are sufficient to meet large-scale data analytics requirements

• Avoid code rewrites and manual scripting to build workflows at scale

• Benefit from greater predictability when scaling

• Maximize resiliency to node/cluster failures

Performance Impacts

• Accelerate Parallel processing jobs orders-of-magnitude faster than Apache Spark or Dask 

• Create opportunities for near-real-time analytics, developer experiments, and business opportunities

Efficiency Impacts

• Reduce energy consumption to 1/10 or less  

• Increase processing throughput, avoiding new investments and operating expenses

Bodo’s benefits are most noticeable for computing efforts involving jobs of 100’s of gigabytes of data, 
hundreds of millions of dataframe rows, and compute times approaching/exceeding 1 hour. Ideal use cases 
include data prep and transformation (ETL), big data exploratory analysis, ML model training, and feature 
engineering.

If these benefits are of interest to you or to your data teams, learn more at www.bodo.ai or contact@bodo.ai.
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How the World Computes

© Bodo Inc., February 15, 2022. Founded in 2019, Bodo.ai is an extreme-performance parallel compute platform for data analytics, scaling past 10,000 cores and 
petabytes of data with unprecedented efficiency and linear scaling. Leveraging unique automatic parallelization and the first inferential compiler, Bodo is helping 
F500 customers solve some of the world’s most massive data analysis problems. And doing so in a fraction of traditional time, complexity, and cost, all while 
leveraging the simplicity and flexibility of native Python. Developers can deploy Bodo on any infrastructure, from a laptop to a public cloud. Headquartered in San 
Francisco with offices in Pittsburgh, PA, the team of passionate technologists aims to radically accelerate the world of data analytics.   http://bodo.ai #LetsBodo

version 02222022


